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BE RESPONSIBLE. DRINK IN MODERATION. 

DONA ANTÓNIA TAWNY 30 YEARS OLD: 

A NEW CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF  

FERREIRA OLD TAWNIES   
 

Vila Nova de Gaia, October 21, 2021 - The launch of Porto Ferreira Dona Antónia 

Tawny 30 Years Old marks a new stage of the historic Port House. Its portfolio now 

includes a superior wine, presented in a unique, elegant bottle, an authentic 

collector’s item and ideal to offer or enjoy in special celebrations.  

Dona Antónia Tawny 30 Years Old is a unique Port, demonstrating the excellence of 

Ferreira’s style in creating Old Tawny Ports. It is also a tribute to Dona Antónia, the 

charismatic woman who dedicated her life to the Douro and Porto and left Porto Ferreira 

a legacy of exception, quality values and excellence that the brand seeks to preserve.  

Luís de Sottomayor, the winemaker responsible for Porto Ferreira’s first 30 Years Tawny, 

said, “this is a new stage in the history of Ferreira’s Old Tawnies”. “Staying true to its 

style, we believe that the launch of the 30-year-old is the natural evolution of Porto Ferreira, on a 

path of consolidation of its portfolio of aged wines, based on the tradition and knowledge the House 

has accumulated”, he added.  

This vary harmonious wine is produced from Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca 

and Touriga Nacional grapes. It has an intense aroma and excellent complexity, vibrant 

acidity and an exquisite and almost infinite finish.  

In a commitment to sustainability, the wooden box holds a decanter style bottle with 

classic lines, in colourless, reusable glass, with a wood and natural cork bartop. The 

bottle is silk-screened in gold and chiselled with the signature of Dona Antónia. The 

label pays homage to one of the greatest characters in the history of the Douro region.  

Porto Ferreira Dona Antónia Tawny 30 Years Old is the perfect gift to pay tribute to 

anyone who, like Dona Antónia, is an example of inspiration and tenacity.   

Available in wine stores and speciality shops 
 

RRP*: €115.00 
indicative and non-binding 
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Dona Antónia Adelaide Ferreira: 

Born in Régua in 1811, Dona Antónia Adelaide Ferreira took over Casa Ferreira at the 

age of 33, already a widow and mother of two children. Innovative and enterprising, she 

turned it into the most recognised Port company, and her determination has left its mark 

on the history of the Douro, preventing, for example, in times of crisis, dozens of 

struggling families from losing their vineyards. Known as the “Ferreirinha”, Dona 

Antónia was also known as the “mother of the poor” due to the vast amount of social 

work she carried out, even building hospitals in various towns in the region. 
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